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Abstract-The paper presents the generalization of the one-dimensional deconvolution algorithm using 
the Fermat number transform for the k-dimensional deconvolution. The problems of how to express a 
k-dimensional convolution system in the form of special matrix equation, how to calculate the precise 
value of the matrix determinant and how to remove rounding-off errors in the process of deconvolution, 
are solved in the paper. The results are used in the algorithm derivation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The deconvolution methods are widely applied in various fields of data processing [l-3]. The 
applied deconvolution algorithms very frequently utilize the factorization property of the Fourier 
transform. According to this property the operation of convolution is factorized to the product 
of the corresponding elements of the transformed k-dimensional arrays of the input signal 
and response function. The errors introduced by dividing the transformed coefficients and by 
direct resp. inverse k-dimensional Fourier transforms become evident by oscillations of the 
solution. 
The algorithm to find the precise solution of one-dimensional deconvolution systems is derived 
in Ref. [4]. This paper describes an algorithm of precise k-dimensional deconvolution. The Fermat 
number transform and the modular arithmetic are used. They make it possible to remove the 
rounding-off errors of the solution. The paper generalizes the algorithm given in Ref. [4] for the 
k-dimensional deconvolution systems. 
2. MATHEMATICAL FORMULATION OF THE R-DIMENSIONAL 
DISCRETE CONVOLUTION 
The periodical k-dimensional convolution of the finite sets x(n,, n2, . . . , nk) and h(n, , n,, . . . , nk) 
is defined by 
N-i N-l N-l 
y(4,n2,..., nk)= 2 1 *** C x(m,,m2 ,... ,mk)+h(n,-ml,n2-m2 ,..., n,--m,), (1) 
m,-Om~-O ‘“A = 0 
where n,, n2,. . . ,nkE(O, N - 1). The indices in equation (1) are calculated mod N. We have 
supposed N to be the power of 2. 
In the case of a one-dimensional convolution system equation (1) may be written in the matrix 
form as 
ho(O), ho(N - 11,. . , ho(l) 
ho(l), ho(O), * *’ 9 h,(2) 
ho(N - I), ho(N - 21, . . . , ho(O) 
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We can treat a two-dimensional convolution system in a similar way. If we put the transposed ith 
row of the response matrix in the first column and create by its cyclic shift the other columns, we 
get the submatrix 
h,(i) = 
h,(i, O), h,(i, N - 1), . . . , h&, 1) 
hdi, I>, h&, 01, . . . , ho(i, 2) 
h,(i, N - 1), h,(i, N - 2), . . . , ho(i, 0) 




2, (i) = [x,,(i, 0), x,(i, 1), . . . , x,,(i, N - l)]’ (4) 
j?(i) = [.Y&, O), y& l), . . . , Y&, N - lIlTI (9 
(6) 
The matrix in equation (6) has the dimension N2 x N2 and consists of the cyclically shifted 
submatrices h,(i). 
We can continue in an analogical way. Let us create the submatrices 
hj_ ,(i,, i2, . . . , ik_j, 01, . . .,hj_I(il,i2,...,ik-j,1) 
hj_,(i,,i2,...,ik_j~l),...,hj-~(i,,i2,...,~k-j,2) 




and the vectors 
S(i,) i2, . ..,ik_j)=[~j_~(i~,i2,...,ik_j,O),...,~j-~(i~,i2,...,ik-j,N-l)]T, (8) 
Jj(i,, i2, . ..rik_,)=[~j_~(i~,~2,...,~k-j,O),...,~j_~(~~,~2,...~~k-j,N-1)]T, (9) 
wherej=l, 2,..., N - 1. The submatrix of the ith order in equation (7) consists of cyclically 
shifted submatrices of the j - 1 th order. 







where the matrix hk has the dimension Nk x Nk. From the above we can see ‘hat the k-dimensional 
convolution can be written as a special system of linear equations. 
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By a successive substitution of relation (7) for j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k into relation (lOa) we obtain 
the matrix equation (10) in the form 
or 
where the symbol @I denotes the Kronecker product and for the matrix Ei(l, m) 1, m E (0, N - 1) 
there holds 
E,(I, m)C = 1, if I = (m + i)(mod N), 
(12) 
= 0, if I # (m + i)(mod N), 
i.e. E&) is a unit matrix with i-times cyclically shifted columns. 
Let us continue these considerations with the aim to prove that the k-dimensional Fermat 
transform factorizes the k-dimensional periodical convolution of the signals x(i, , i2, . . . , ik), 
h(i,, iz,. . . , ik) to the modulo product of the transformed coefficients, i.e. 
Y(t,,t*,... , tk) = u(t,, 4, . . . , tk) ’ x(t,, t2, . . . , &)(mOd M), (13) 
where t,, t2,. . . , t&(0, N - 1). The k-dimensional Fermat transform of the signal x(i, , i2, . . . , ik) 
is defined by the formula 
N-l N-l N-l 
X(t,,t2 ,..., fk)= 1 c “* 
i,=O iz=0 
i~~oail’l+i~‘~+“‘+i~‘~ . x(i,, i2, . . . , ik)(mod M), (14) 
where aN(modM)= 1, t,, t2,.. .,f&O,N-1), Nis a power of 2 and k~f=2~‘+l=F, is the 
Fermat number. The inverse k-dimensional Fermat number transform is then given as 
N-l N-l N-l 
x(i,, i2, . ..,ik)=N-k c c *** ,~OOL-‘i,‘,+iz’~+“‘+i~‘~‘.~(l,, f2,. . . , t,)(IllOdM) (15) 
I,‘0 r*-0 
and i,, i2,. . .,ike(O,N- 1). 
Let us denote the transform matrix of the one-dimensional Fermat transform as T, where 
T(i,j) = au(mod M), i, je(0, N - 1). The one-dimensional transform of the vector fo(i,) is given 
as 
K = T - Xo(mod M) (16) 
or the two-dimensional transform of the matrix xo(i,, i2) as 
r. = T - Z. v T(mod M). (17) 
With respect o Ref. [5] and using relation (4) for the input and the transformed input values the 
last equation can be written in the vector form 
Ig:i_,] =(TBT). [:,r_,,1 (modM). (18) 
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By the generalization of equation (18) for the k-dimensional case we get 
1k = (T @ T 0 . . . @ T) . fk (mod M). (19) 
k -;imes 
The vector Xk, resp. _i$, are given by the recursion formula (8). The transform pair of the 
k-dimensional Fermat transform can then be also expressed in matrix form as 
T,=TQTO.. ~@T*(modM)=T@T,_,(modM), 
L I Y 
k-times 
(20) 
T;’ = T-i Q T-’ 0. . .@T-‘.(modM)=T-‘@TT,-l,(modM). (21) 
k-times 
Applying the transform matrix (20) to relation (1 la) we have 
[ 
N-l 
Tk_&(mod M) = Tk. c E,, @I hk_ ,(i,) 
i, =0 1 ?,(mod M). 
Since 
T,, . T,(mod M) = E, 
relation (22) can be modified as 
[ 
N-l 
T&(mod M) = Tk * 1 Ei, @ hk_ ,(i,) Tk’ . Tk. Zk,(mod M) 




Yk = Tk. 1 Ei, @ hk_, (i,) T;, . Xk(mod M). 
it =O 1 
It remains to show that the matrix 
[ 
N-I 
Hk(mk,n,)=T,* 1 Ei,@hhk-,(i,) T;‘(modM); 






is a diagonal matrix. The substitution of equations (20) and (21) into equation (26) yields 
Hk(mk,nk)=[T@Tk-,I’ c Ei,@hk-,(i,) V-‘@T,-l,l(modW 
[ 
N-l 
i, =O 1 
N-l 
=i,~oP-@~k-,lWi, @hk-,(i,)]. [T-, 63 T;~,l(modM). (27) 
The dimensions of matrices T, I$, , T-’ are N x N and the dimensions of the matrices Tk _ , , 
hk _ , (i, ), Til, are Nk- ’ x Nk- I, Then, according to Ref. [S], it is possible to modify equation (27) 
in the following way: 
N-l 
Hk(mk,nk)’ 1 [T.Ei,.T-‘]~[Tk_,.hk_,(i,).T~~,](modM) 
i, -0 
N-l 
= [T*E,*T-‘I@ 1 Ei,@hk-,(i,,iz) Ti_!, 1 11 (modM) (28) i* = 0 
or 
N-l 
Hk(mk,nk)’ C[[T.Fi;T-‘]~Hk-,(mk-,,nk-,) CmodW. 1 i, 30 (29) 
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We have substituted the expression from equation (1 la) for 
N-l 
C Ei2 @ hk-2(i19 4) 
i2 = 0 
and have denoted its transform as Hk_ , . The matrix 
T.Ei;T-‘=T&,t) t,,to(O,N-1) (30) 
is a diagonal matrix and can be defined as 
,=O, if t, #t, 
Substituting equation (31) into equation (29) there holds 
N-l 









Repeating the whole procedure k-times from formula (26) on, we get 
N-l N-l N-l 
Hkhk,nk)= 1 1 ‘-’ 
it=0 ij=O 
i;. [ail” @Eel 60 [c@ C3 Eel 
8. . .@ [tlik’k 6 Eo]ho(i,, iz, . . . , i,)(mod M). (35) 
The matrices ai’ @ E, in equation (35) are diagonal. It means that also their Kronecker product 
and thus the whole matrix Hk(mk, nk) are diagonal. Then the equation 
y,(j) = Hk(i, j) * xk(j)(mod M); j 6 (0, Nk - 1) (36) 
holds. The expression on the right-hand side of equation (35) gives the k-dimensional Fermat 
transform of the response signal ho(i, , i2, . . . , ik). It is clear now that equation (36) can be written 
as 
y,(j) =&r(j) * &(i)(mOd M); iE(O, Nk - I>, (37) 
i.e. we can state that the k-dimensional Fermat transform factorizes the k-dimensional convolution 
of signals to the modulo product of their coefficients. 
3. ALGORITHM OF ERROR-FREE k-DIMENSIONAL DECONVOLUTION 
The algorithm of the error-free k-dimensional deconvolution given in this section is a 
generalization of the one-dimensional algorithm of deconvolution derived in Ref. [4]. We have 
proved that the k-dimensional periodical convolution can be expressed in the form of a matrix 
equation (10a) and the one-dimensional transform matrices T, T-’ can be replaced by the 
k-dimensional transform matrices Tk, T;’ defined in equations (20) and (21). Hence, all 
considerations concerning the derivation’of the error-free k-dimensional deconvolution algorithm 
are the same as those given in Ref. [4]. Thus we do not mention the details of the algorithm 
derivation. We give here only its finite generalized version. For full details of the algorithm 
derivation we refer to Ref. [4]. 
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The algorithm of the error-free k-dimensional deconvolution using the Fermat transform is then 
as follows. 
I. Calculate the vector of the transformed values of the response function 
Rk = Tk . &(mod M), (38) 
where Tk is the transform matrix defined in equation (20) and the vector ?$ is created 
by successively applying the recursion formula (8) k-times to the k-dimensional 
response function ho(i, , iz, . . , ik). 
2. Calculate the vector &’ so that for all elements H-‘(i) there holds 
Hk(i).N;‘(i)(modM)=l i=O,1,2 ,..., Nk-1. (39) 




,t‘% = pk 
and the vector jjk is again created employing formula (9). 
4. Calculate the transform of ym, 
- 
YM, = T, . ym,(mod kf). 
5. For i = 0, 1, . . , Nk - 1 calculate 
X,,(i) = H;‘(i) . YM,(i)(mod M). 
6. The inverse transform of 1, 
R, = T;’ $(mod M) = g Z,(mod M) = % Z,(mod M) = 2. 
7. Let 2 = ZO. 




ym, = ~7, (mod M). 
9. j=l. - 
10. Transform ym, 
YM, = Tk . ymi(mod M). 
11. For i =O, 1,. . . , Nk- 1 calculate 
X,(i) = H;‘(i) - YM,(i)(mod M). 
12. Calculate the inverse transform of Xj 
2, = T;’ * Xj(mod M). 
13. For i=O, 1,. . .,Nk-1 calculate 
x(i) = x(i) + xi(i) . Mj. 







Ymj+ 1 =.Yj+ 1 (mod Ml. (50) 
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15. Ifforalli=O, l,... , Nk - 1 yj+ , (i) = 0, then finish the calculation. If not, increment 
j and repeat from point 10 on. 
16. 2 = f/D. 
In relations (38), (41), (43), (46) and (48) we have used the matrix notation of the k-dimensional 
transformation. This transformation can be computed also using the basic relations of the 
k-dimensional Fermat transform (14) and (15). Then we must derive the whole algorithm using 
the k-dimensional arrays, where it is necessary to replace the k-dimensional convolution given in 
equations (44) and (50) in the matrix form h,Z, by calculation according to formula (1). 
4. ALGORITHM TO CALCULATE THE DETERMINANT OF THE 
k-DIMENSIONAL CONVOLUTION MATRIX 
In the algorithm of the k-dimensional deconvolution in formulas (44) and (51) we supposed that 
we knew the value of the determinant of the matrix hk in equation (lOa). This determinant must 
be calculated. 
Now we derive the algorithm to calculate the integer value of the determinant of the 
k-dimensional convolution matrix. We can get the determinant of the matrix by multiplying the 
coefficients of the-dimensional Fourier transform of the response signal. In fact this algorithm of 
the determinant calculation can be speeded up and the Fourier transform is used only formally. 
Let us illustrate first the algorithm by a simple example for k = 2 and N, = 4, N, = 4. Applying 
the two-dimensional DFT to the response matrix with the rows arranged in a bit reversed sequence 
we obtain 
1 1 1 1 
H= 
rw roI ro2 (0) + ro2 ( 1 )z I ro2(0) - ro2U)z 
rlo rlI r12@) + r12U)z I r12(0) - r,2U)z 
r20 (0) + rzo ( 1 )M: rzI (0) + rzI (1)~ r22 (0, 0) + r22 (0, 1 )z ! r22 640) - rz2 (0, 1 )z 
+ [r22(l, 0) + r2,(l, l)zlw I + [r22(l, 0) - r22(L l)zlw 
---------------__.__----------__ I______________ 
rzo (0) - rzo (1 )w r2, (0) - r2, (l)w r22(0, 0) + r22(0, 112 ! r22(0, ) - r22(0, 1)~ 
-[r22(l, 0) + r22(Ll>zlw ! --[rz2(L 0) - rz2(L l)zlw 
We see that the elements H,, Ho,, H,,, H,, are real numbers. The elements Hoz, Ho, form the 
group rzo, the elements H,2, H,, form the group r,2, the elements Hz,, H,, form the r2, and the 
elements H22, H,, , H,, , H,, form the group rz2. In what follows we show that the product of the 
elements of each group is a real number. Multiplying these intermediate results the resulting value 
of the determinant can be calculated. 
In the calculation process we need not know the value of all elements in the group. It is sufficient 
if we know the components of the basic element of a group. We define the basic element as 
where the indices are powers of 2. 
C.A.M.WA. ,*,,2--D 
(52) 
-1 1 1 1 1 1 1 l- 
1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 1 -1 
1 O-l 0 1 O-l 0 
0 1 O-l 0 1 0 -1 
A=l 0 0 O-l 0 0 0’ 
0 1 0 0 O-l 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 O-l 0 
-0 0 0 1 0 0 0 -l_ 
By a two-dimensional transform of the response matrix from our example we have using the 
transform matrix A 
i 0 1 -1 O-l 1 0 1 -1 0 1
II ;zj yj g Gl [; -; -; j
r 
roe rot ro2W rod 1) 
r10 rlI r,dO) rdl) 
= rZo(0) 1 r2r(0) r& 0) rA0, 1) ' (53) r20(1) rdl) r22(1,0) rd, 1) 
Comparing equations (53) with (51) we see that the components of the basic elements of groups 
are placed in the positions of the elements of a given group. The product of the elements of each 
group in equation (51) is then calculated by the successive application of an algorithm of reduction 
to the components of the basic elements of groups positioned according to equation (53). 
The reduction algorithm will be illustrated in the group rZ2. Multiplying the elements H,, , H33 
from equation (51) we get 
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The components of the basic elements can be obtained using the following procedure: let us 
define the non-normalized Haar transform matrix with bit-reversed arranged columns [6, 71. For 
example if N = 8, the transform matrix is 
HZ,. 4, = riAO,O) + rk(O, 1) - r&Cl, 0) - r&Cl, 1) 
+ 2[r22(0, W12U, 0) + r2,(0, l)r,,U, l)lw = a + bw. (54) 
Similarly, multiplying the elements H32, HJ3 from equation (51) 
Hj2. H,, = a - bw. (55) 
Then product of the group is 
Hz2 * Hz,. H12. H,, = (a + bw)(a - bw) = a* + b*. (56) 
We have shown that the product of the elements of the group r2* is a real number. The fact that 
w* = z* = - 1 was taken into account. 
The basic element of the group H,, is a function of w, z. Multiplying it with the element 
Hz2(w, -z) we obtain 
‘Hzz(w, z) . oH22(w -z) = ([r22(0, 0) + r,,(l, WI. z” + [r22(0, 1)+ r2,(l, l)wlz’} 
. {[rz2(0, 0) + r,,(l, O)w]z” - [r2*(0, 1) + r2*(l, l)w]z’} = a + bw = ‘Hz2(w). (57) 
We multiply this polynomial by ‘H,,( - w) 
‘H22(w)~‘H22(-w)=(a+bw)~(a-bw)=a2+b2=2H22. (58) 
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In a general case (the dimension of the group # 2) first the polynomials OHS,(w, z) * OHs,(w, -2) are 
multiplied 
OHS,(w, z) * OHS,(w, -z) = {[rs,(O, 0) + rS,(l, 0)~ +. f . + rs,(S - 1, 0)~“~‘]z” 
+ [rs,(O, 1) + rsr(l, 1)w +. . . + rS,(S - 1, 1)~‘~‘]z’ 
+.- . + [r,,(O, t - 1) + r,,(l, 2 - 1)~ 
+*. * + rs,(s - 1, t - l)wS-‘]z’-‘) 
* OI-IJW, -z) = ‘H$,(W, z2). (59) 
Next we continue in the reduction as outlined 
‘HJW, z’) . ‘Hs,(w, -z’) = ZHs,(w, z4), (60) 
until we get the polynomial PHS,(w, 0), where p = log,t - 1. Then we eliminate the variable w in 
the same way. 
Let us return to our example. The submatrix rz2 [see equation (53)] can be written in the 
polynomial form as 
‘HZ2(w, z) = [w’, w’] r22(0,0), r22(0, 1) z” 
rz2(l, Oh r2,(l, 1) I[ 3 Z' = [w’, w’] . Orz2. 
or after the first, resp. the second reduction, 
‘H,,(w) = [w’, w’] [ll ~][:p]=[w”,w’l.‘r22.[:p4 




From the relations given above it is clear that the submatrix rz2 can by successive reductions be 
converted to a submatrix with only one non-zero element, which gives the value of the product 
of the group. 
Let us now imagine that the elements of the matrix r12 are multiplied by the appropriate powers 
of the variables w, z according to the position of a given element in the matrix, i.e. 
0r2* = 
[ 
or22 (0, O), or*2 (0, 1) 
I[ 
r22 (0,01, rz2 (0, 1 )z 
or22(l,0), = or22(l, 1) r22(4 01, rz2(1, l)wz 1 *
With regard to equation (54) for the reduced matrix ‘rZ2 there holds 
‘r22(/,0)= i i o~22(~l,~2).o~22(~l,~2).(-~)~~~1+”1-0~*~+~’2+”2~/2~.(-~)i2, 
i'=Oi2=0 
'r22U, 1) = 0, 
(64) 
(65) 
where 1 = 0, 1 and 
m, = (1- i, ) (mod 2) 
m, = (-i2)(mod 2). 
Theterms(-l)(i’+“‘-0’2and(-l)” ‘2 +Q)‘* reflect the rule that w2 = z* = - 1. The term ( - 1)” reflects 
the alternation of the sign in the multiplied polynomials [see equations (57) and (SS)]. In the case 
of the general dimensions (N, # 2, N2 # 2) of the two-dimensional group we obtain after the first 
reduction the matrix ‘r,, with non-zero columns in the positions 0, 2, . . . , t - 2, after the second 
reduction the matrix *r,, with non-zero columns in the positions 0, 4, . . . , t - 4, etc. 
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Then, in general, the algorithm of the pth reduction of the k-dimensional group Y,~,,,~~. ,N,: is 
given by the following formula: 
IV-I N2-I N,_,-I(N, 2)-I 
Pfl 
rN,. Nk (414,. . .,1,_,,2p+‘*4)= c c ... c 1 
I,=0 ,2=0 ir_,=O IA = 0 




m, = (I, - i,)(mod N,) 




I,E(O,N,-l), I,E(O,N,-I) )...) &-,E@,Nk-, - l), b+,&- 1) 
and number of reduction p = 0, 1, . . . , log, Nk - 1. 
For p = log, Nk - 1 we obtain the k - l-dimensional group VN,, N2., Nk ~, . Repeating algorithm 
(66) k-times the resulting product of the group is achieved. 
5. CONCLUSION 
In the paper presented, the error-free algorithm of the k-dimensional deconvolution has been 
derived. The algorithm can be used to solve precisely the inverse problems of deconvolution in 
various fields of signal processing. 
The algorithm was employed for improving the resolution of two parameter spectra measured 
in nuclear physics experiments. In future its application to improve the resolution in k-parameter 
spectra is possible. 
The calculation process can be speeded up by using the specialized k-dimensional fast Fermat 
transform processor or by building specialized unit for the calculation of the error-free k-dimen- 
sional deconvolution. 
The algorithm presented in the paper solves the inverse problem of the k-dimensional 
deconvolution without introducing the errors during the calculation. It shows one of the possible 
applications of the k-dimensional Fermat number transform and of the modular arithmetic. 
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